Write an article about how people can help with testing.

Using openQA perhaps? Other tools? Testopia - there is still a draft article on news.o.o for that... Will wanted to use it for 12.3 but it didn't work out.

Article beginnings here: https://news.opensuse.org/?p=16783&preview=true

Expect people in the openSUSE team to help out, as well as folks from the community!

Please mention btrfs in this article if possible

I really need some feedback/ideas/input from the team!

Jos reminded the team in the fast track to provide feedback.
Made a first draft of testing article with all the input I got. [https://news.opensuse.org/?p=16783&preview=true](https://news.opensuse.org/?p=16783&preview=true)

Added some more info to testing article on testing and reporting bugs. Asked Bernhard Wiedemann for review... Need review from more ppl. [https://news.opensuse.org/?p=16783&preview=true](https://news.opensuse.org/?p=16783&preview=true)

Implemented feedback from people on factory- and project and marketing IRC channels (lots from bernhard, awesome).


Status changed from In Progress to Closed